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Abstract：Modern linguistic theories have provided valuable guidance on lexicography．The paper is an attempt to interpret English 
learner’s dictionaries from the perspective of structuralism：to analyze the structure of learner’s dictionaries in terms of system，to explore 
the nature of headwords，defi ning words and illustrative examples according to the distinction of langue and parole，to discuss the syntactic 
practice and descriptive principle of pedagogical lexicography，and to examine the application of markedness theory．The paper tries to prove 
that structuralism is still the cornerstone of pedagogical lexicography．






of the English Language，1775）和诺亚·韦伯斯
特的《美国英语词典》（An American Dictionary 
of the English Language，1828）是规定主义的代
表作；《牛津英语词典》（The Oxford English 
Dictionary，1884～1928）是历史语言学发展的




Third New International Dictionary of the English 
Language，1961）是描写主义的杰作；《新牛
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do（3rd person singular does，past tense did；
past participle done）
bleed（past tense and past participle bled）
crisis（plural crises）；pheasant（plural 
pheasant）；bacteria（singular bacterium）
far（comparative farther or further；superlative 
farthest or furthest）







cirrhosis   medical；cirrus  technical；
circumstantial  legal；password  computing；old 
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